
  

Depth and Movement in the Frame



  

The x-axis defines the frame's width, the y-axis defines 
its height, and the z-axis its implied depth.



  

In nature, from a single point of view, parallel lines seem 
to converge at a vanishing point on the horizon line



  

The z-axis defines many planes. Techniques that call 
attention to those multiple planes create the illusion of 

depth in your 2D image.



  

Overlapping subjects can be created by changing 
camera position.



  

If figures do not overlap it may be difficult to tell if they 
are on different planes or if one is just smaller than the 

other.



  

Changing the vantage point to reveal perspective adds to 
the illusion of depth.



  

Same scene first with a wide-angle lens and then a 
telephoto lens shows the difference in depth perception.
A. Wide-angle exaggerates the sense of distance along 
the z-axis. B. Combined effect of using telephoto lens 

and move the camera farther away makes the subjects 
seem closer.



  

A rack focus, which shifts shallow focus from one plane in 
the frame to another, causes the viewer to be aware of 

the different planes of depth within the frame



  

The diagonal vector creates a suggestion of movement.



  

A. The two objects are pulled to the edges of the frame. 
B. The objects are attracted to each other.



  

The action here is blocked to include both x-axis and z-
axis movement. Z-axis movement engages the audience.



  

Moving the subject along the z-axis provides shot size 
variation within a single shot.



  

A dolly is a movement toward or away from the talent. A 
truck is a movement to the left or the right. An arc moves 

right or left in a curved line. A pan and tilt are pivoting 
movements in which the operator stays in one spot. A 

pan pivots left or right; a tilt pivots up or down.



  

Editing transitions can provide a sense of movement. 
Perhaps the audience does not see the movement take 
place, but they experience the change in vantage point 
that results from moving the camera to another position.
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